
Drawing Class for “Very Beginners” or a Great Place to Practice Drawing Skills!
Taught by Elizabeth Newman

Week 1.  Beginnings of contour drawing; Learn to follow the outlines and surface lines of an object to 
create a drawing. Contour drawing is a great practice and a foundation toward learning to draw or paint 
any subject or style. Relax, let go, have fun, and focus on the process of drawing as a way to really see 
and visually describe subjects. Try out a variety of drawing tools. Using your own photos and other 
resources for drawing, create a fantasy composition incorporating a variety of sources. Create realistic and 
fantasy textures.

Week 2.  Foundations of Perspective; Still Life. Learn foreshortening, overlapping and placement to create 
a sense of space in drawing. Learn about Positive and Negative Space; Use the spaces within and around 
objects to help get the subject proportions correct.  Begin to use value to show form. Create a still life 
drawing. 

Week 3. Cross Contour; Learn to  create  the illusion of three dimensional form with cross contour. Create 
a cross contour drawing with watercolor pencils. 

Week 4. Drawing from a ground; Learn to use erasing and then adding darker values to a medium gray 
background to create a sense of volume and form. Create a still life with a medium ground.  Learn the “rule 
of thirds” and how to make a pleasing composition.

Week 5. Gesture; Learn basic proportions of the human body and how to quickly catch and understand a 
pose or position of a figure.  Gesture can be used as a warm up for drawing or incorporated into finished 
artwork as a tool for expression. Also: Learn to  use basic shapes to understand a complex form. We will 
be using charcoal so dress appropriately.

Week 6.  Landscape; Create a composition by cropping and editing a scene; Go outside to create a land-
scape drawing using the rule of thirds, add value to place emphasis on an important object in your scene.  
(charcoal or pencil)

SUPPLIES:
One spiral sketchbook at least 9”x12”
Drawing pencils, Set of 3 ; three pencils in a variety of degrees, including HB, 2B, and 4B.
a large drawing eraser, your choice.

OPTIONAL: 
Micron pen .03 or .05
blending stumps

We supply:
Sharpies/ black or varied, charcoal paper, newsprint, watercolor pencils, rulers, charcoal

**Remember** In any class we may introduce drawing materials that can distress your clothing. Think 
about shoes as well….charcoal on white sneakers? 


